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documents to network printers and to have
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Removes the need for expensive
Reduces print waste and costs by

savings1 this has made stored in the database.
the job to, as they can be sure that the job
submit jobs to the secure print queue either
removing the need for printer drivers to be
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The user can be identified at the device by
their fingerprints2, PIN number, username
and password3, magnetic swipe card, smart
card or proximity card. Once authenticated,
.
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Shows return on investment made
by new printing strategy

can reduce print waste and create cost
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that the user has sent to the printer and that
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printed are stored in the database as a cost
saving6, which can then be used to show the
return on investment made by uniFLOW.
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Features require a Job Conversion Instance

Secure Printing
uniFLOW required software
The secure printing features requires

Compatibility
The uniFLOW SPP Device License for
device
The uniFLOW SPP Device License for
non-Canon devices requires a
The uniFLOW Login Device License for

Universal Driver supported devices

Any PCL5, PCL6 or Postscript printers
are expected to work

Secure Printing functionality
Software Operating System
uniFLOW server

output device
username and password, fingerprint2,
or by using various smart, proximity or
magnetic swipe cards

Internet Information Server 5.0

options of their jobs when used with the
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Features require a Job Conversion Instance
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secure print queue via the internet1
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